July Monthly Report

The local market produced a strong month to start the new financial year following the lead from strong overseas
markets in Europe and USA, and going some way to retracing the losses experienced in May and June. The All
Ordinaries Index was up 5.46% led by strong gains in the resources and energy sectors, as well as the banks
outperforming the index for the month.
While the Fund also produced a positive return of 1.5% for July, it
clearly under-performed the broader market. However, the Fund
outperformed the market over the last three and six months
despite the high cash weighting.
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Weighing heavily on the Fund during July was the performance of
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McMillan Shakespeare. The company is one of Australia's largest
providers of salary packaging services and is expected to be badly
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affected by the Labor Government’s proposed changes to
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legislation around the salary packaging of motor vehicles. If these
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changes were to be legislated, it appears that around half of the
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company's profit is at risk. As has been noted in the media, the
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share price of McMillan Shakespeare is now somewhat of a
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barometer of the election outcome. The Coalition has stated
publicly that it does not support these changes and so a Coalition win would remove the short-term risk around these
earnings. Should Labor win, they still require the numbers in the Senate to get these changes through. Perhaps as a
measure of their confidence in the election outcome, the Company has said they are not laying off staff at this point
in time despite that part of their business grinding to a halt pending the election outcome. Not surprisingly, the share
price of the company fell by more than 50% on the news. We have always recognised the regulatory risk around this
company but purchased it at an average price of less than $3.50, when this risk was clearly priced in. We continue to
weigh the regulatory risk against the price and will adjust the exposure of the Fund to the company accordingly.

On a more positive note, the largest holding in the Fund, Flight Centre, upgraded its earnings guidance for FY13. The
company told the market that pre-tax profit would be at the top end or slightly above prior upgraded guidance. The
share price gained 15.3% over the month.
Top 10 Portfolio Holdings
%
Other significant contributions came from ARB (positive), Treasury
Group (positive) and Computershare (negative) though there was
no company specific news which might account for these
movements.
During the month, there were partial sales of McMillan
Shakespeare and ARB Corporation. There were no purchases.
The Fund remains well positioned to take advantage of any
opportunities that may arise as we head into the main company
reporting season of August.
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Important Information: This report is provided for investors in the Funds. While all care has been taken in the preparation of this report (using sources believed to be reliable and accurate), Macro Capital Limited,
its officers, employees, agents and associated entities accept no responsibility for and will not be liable in respect of any loss or damage suffered by any person in connection with this other than under law which
cannot be excluded. You should seek your own financial and taxation advice before dealing with your investment. This report has been prepared without taking into account your investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs. Before investing, or retaining an investment, in any of the Funds you should read the relevant PDS and consider whether the Fund is appropriate having regard to those matters. A
copy of the PDS is available at www.macrofunds.com.au. Remember, past performance should not be taken as in indication of future performance.
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